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<KLASSY LEGSHAPER – MAGIC SOCKS> PRODUCT INTRODUCTION



According to the stats,

Female 6.7 hours

Male 7.1 hours

spent sitting on the seats. 

A specialist commented that we spent 

55% of our life time, sitting do

Legs in Pain!

1 in 6 males and 1 in 5 females are 
suffering from chronic venous insufficiency
According to Bonn’s venous study, 90% of population in early adulthood show signs of venous and vascular 

insufficiency. The prevalence of leg-complications such as edema in legs increases with age.

The pressure treatment using pressure stockings has been shown effective 
and it has been used as medical treatment for varicose vein



KLASSY LEGSHAPER

Product Name KLASSY LEGSHAPER

Material 85% Acrylic, 15% Spandex

Size/Weight
(Box size) width 10cmXlength 19cmXheight 5cm  (product length) 60cm 
(Weight) 215g

Supply price Price vary depending on the total quantity

Import and 
Merchandize

Gorani Inc.

Features and 
Benefits

▪ Treats edema in legs

▪ Shaping legs

▪ Cellulite control

▪ Sensation of pressure and relief

▪ Fatigue control

Price vary depending on the total quantity



For consumers, who 

✓ Work standing all day

✓ Have repeated edema in legs

✓ Have thick legs

✓ Have ache in legs due to stagnant blood supply

✓ Want to have legs in good shape

✓ Suffer from unpretty shape of legs

✓ Easily get tired from walking due to toes sticking to each other



Characteristics of Klassy Leg Shaper

The item of the choice to shape legs by different degree of 
pressure on different parts of the leg 

No hassle of wearing and Comfort, Silky

Can be harnessed so no loosing off
Local pressure on each toe makes more effective for edema 

control



Characteristics of Klassy Leg Shaper

Competitors’ products do not have features that 
apply local pressure on toes. 
Klassy Leg shapers DO have features that apply 
pressure from thigh to toes!

With cushion applies pressure on toes and thigh!
Effects doubled!!



Feedback on Klassy

100% Live feedback from consumers



Feedback on Klassy

Feedback from consumers continued!



How to use

STEP.01 STEP.02 STEP.03 STEP.04

First toe goes into darker 

part

Cushion goes in between 

toes

Pull up the stocking Pull up the stocking to thigh



Warning!

▪ Pressure may apply to legs.

▪ Stop wearing if sensation of pain or incompatibility.

▪ See a specialist if you have any complications in legs before use.

▪ See a specialist if you get an allegy or rash after use.

▪ Do not wear shoes and walk hard with the product on.

▪ Wash frequently for clean use.

▪ If too much heat or force is applied, it may damage the product.

▪ This product is disposable. It may get loose after long time use.



How to wash and keep

▪ Hand wash with a mild detergent in warm water below 30 degrees

▪ When using the washing machine, wash it with warm water using the washing net

▪ Do not use chlorine bleach

▪ Do not heat dry the dryer, iron, etc



THANK YOU
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